CLASSIC COMICS LIBRARY

Presents

A TALE of

TWO CITIES

by Charles Dickens

10¢
Tale of Two Cities Exhibition

St. Georges Hall, Liverpool
Heritage Entrance

January 4th - January 17th 2016
10.00am - 5.00pm

Workshop: January 8th, 2.00pm - 4.00pm
Reception: January 7th, 11.00am

Northern Flowerhouse
Resilience is?
Health
Spontaneity
Playfulness
Care
Support
Solidarity
Princess Parkway Beginning the Tale of Two cities.
Branchage
Jersey Annual Hedge

Wild Hope
Wild Seedings

Smile

Wild Brination
Celebrating Nature

Making Joyfull - flower

Hooting, Walking thru boy

Silkhy = noise of wind through trees
UNDER THE MANCUNIAN WAY FLYOVER FOR ANOTHER COMMUNITY SOWING DAY

THE MIX INCLUDES DAISY, POPPY, CORNFLOWER & CHAMOMILE SEEDS. LOTS OF COLOUR TO COME!

IMAGINE IT’S GOLD DUST!

LIVERPOOL & MANCHESTER RESIDENTS JOIN FORCES

THIS PROJECT IS FANTASTIC! IT’S RENEWED MY FAITH IN PEOPLE, IN NATURE AND IN TOGETHERNESS.

And her hair, it hung over her shoulder... Tied up with a black velvet band